Wideband Phase Retrieval Technique from Amplitude-Only Near-Field Data
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Abstract. A wideband frequency behavior is demonstrated for a phaseless near-field technique of basically interferometric approach, which uses two identical probes interfering each other through a microstrip circuit and performing amplitude-only near-field measurements on a single scanning surface. The phase retrieval procedure is properly formulated to take into account the frequency dependence without changing neither the microstrip circuit nor the distance between the probes. Numerical simulations on a linear array of elementary sources are presented to validate the theoretical results.
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1. Introduction

Antenna measurement techniques in the near-field region are established today as an excellent alternative to direct far-field testing, as leading to use compact anechoic chambers of reduced size and cost [1]. In the standard case, the near-field method requires the knowledge of a complex field distribution over a prescribed scanning surface, typically of planar, cylindrical or spherical type, with the far-field obtained as result of a mathematical transformation essentially based on a modal expansion inherent to the particular geometry [2]. Useful transformations directly obtaining the far-field pattern from near-field measurements acquired over new strategic geometries have been recently proposed by the authors [3-5] to significantly reduce the number of required samples and the overall computational effort. A serious drawback affecting complex near-field methods is that an accurate phase evaluation from direct measurements is very difficult to obtain when working at high frequency ranges, so alternative techniques have been suggested in literature to obtain the antenna far-field from amplitude-only near-field measurements. Much of them reduces the far-field characterization to a nonlinear estimation problem, based on the minimization of a suitable functional which is defined in terms of at least two measured near-field amplitudes over two distinct scanning surfaces [6-8]. A serious problem inherent to these functional methods is related to the high occurrence of local minima, limiting their effective implementation. This complexity aspect of functional-based phase-retrieval techniques has been investigated for the planar case in [9], where a modified iterative Fourier technique based on the optimum choice of the initial phase guess is formulated to enhance the efficiency of the phase-reconstruction algorithm. A novel hybrid procedure of basically interferometric type has been proposed by the authors in a recent paper [10]. It suggests the use of two identical probes simultaneously moving on a single near-field surface, whose measurement points interfere each other by means of a simple microstrip circuit. In order to satisfy the Nyquist requirement, the distance \( d_p \) between the probes is fixed in terms of a multiple of \( \lambda/2 \) at each measurement frequency \( f \). Amplitude data collected by the probes are first processed by a simple interferometric formula [10] to obtain a finite number of sets of complex near-field data, with a certain number of unknown phase shifts strictly depending on the fixed distance \( d_p \) between the measuring probes. A minimization procedure based on the adoption of a non-redundant field representation [11] is then applied to determine the above unknowns. The original formulation of the phase-retrieval method [10] assumes a distance \( d_p \) between the two probes to be changed accordingly to the measurement frequency \( f \), which in turns fixes the proper sampling step between adjacent measuring points. So, experimental validations discussed in [10] at different operating frequencies have been performed with a modified test setup at each measurement frequency, uniquely demonstrating the correct wideband behavior of the microstrip circuit which provides amplitude information. In this paper, a generalized phase retrieval procedure valid on a wide frequency range but leaving unchanged the test setup when varying the measurement frequency is properly formulated. A generalized frequency-dependent expression is obtained for the interferometric formula giving the phase shifts between the signals measured by the probes. Furthermore, the minimization procedure [10] used to find the remaining unknowns is itself extended to solve the correct number of phase shifts arising from a distance \( d_p \) between the probes mechanically fixed but changed in terms of wavelength at the operating frequency. Numerical
2. Wideband Phase Retrieval Technique

The hybrid procedure proposed in [10] employs two identical probes directly connected to a microstrip circuit (Fig. 1), which provides the necessary amplitude information, namely:

\[ V_1^2, \quad V_2^2, \quad V_1 + V_2^2, \quad |V_1 + V_2 \cdot e^{j\beta d}|^2 . \]  

The terms \( V_1 = |V_1| \cdot \exp(j\phi_1) \) and \( V_2 = |V_2| \cdot \exp(j\phi_2) \) in (1) represent the complex output voltages at the probes (Fig. 1), while \( \beta = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \) is the free-space propagation constant at the operating frequency \( f \), with \( \beta d = \frac{\pi}{2} \) at the central design frequency \( f_o \) to have the proper sum in quadrature [10].

\begin{align*}
\exp(j\beta d) &= e^{\frac{2\pi f d}{f_o}} = e^{j\frac{f_f \beta d}{f_o}} = e^{j\frac{f_f \pi}{f_o}} \\
\text{(2)}
\end{align*}

It is easy to show that amplitude data in (1) can be processed to obtain the phase shift \( \Delta \phi = \phi_1 - \phi_2 \) by means of the following generalized interferometric formula:

\[ \Delta \phi = \text{tg}^{-1} \left[ \frac{a - b \cos \left( \frac{f_f}{f_o} \frac{\pi}{2} \right)}{b \sin \left( \frac{f_f}{f_o} \frac{\pi}{2} \right)} \right] \]  

where

\begin{align*}
a &= |V_1 + V_2 \cdot e^{j\beta d}|^2 - |V_1|^2 - |V_2|^2, \\
b &= |V_1 + V_2|^2 - |V_1|^2 - |V_2|^2. \\
\text{(4)}
\end{align*}

The examination of expression (3) leads to exclude from the validity range those frequencies satisfying the equation:

\[ \frac{f_f}{f_o} = \frac{\pi}{2} n \pi, \quad n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \]  

The values \( n = 0 \) and \( n = 1 \) in (6) fix the frequency interval for which a solution of (3) can be defined, namely:

\[ 0 < f < 2 f_o. \]  

If we assume a sampling step equal to \( \lambda_o/2 \), properly imposing the Nyquist requirement at the design frequency \( f_o \), the Shannon theorem will be satisfied only by those operating (measurement) frequencies greater than the design frequency \( f_o \). So, the frequency validity range (7) must be restricted as follows:

\[ f_o < f < 2 f_o. \]  

The above interval is clearly satisfactory, as much greater than the operating bandwidth of waveguides, generally used as probes [10].

Let us apply the interferometric formula (3) to a measurement curve of \( 2N+1 \) points (\( N \) even for simplicity), with a distance \( d_p = i \lambda_o/2 \) between the probes (\( i \geq 1 \in N \)). When performing measurements at a frequency \( f = f_o \), a number \( i \) of sets of complex near-field data is obtained, with \( (i-1) \) phase shifts determined from the intersection between the set of all fields compatible with measured data and the set of all fields that the Antenna Under Test (AUT) can radiate [10]. When changing the measurement frequency to a value \( f \neq f_o \), the distance \( d_p \) between the probes can be expressed as (Fig. 2):

\[ d_p = i \frac{\lambda}{2} + \Delta \lambda \]  

where \( i \neq i \) is an integer depending on the frequency \( f \).

\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 1.} \quad \text{Block diagram of hybrid probe for near-field phase retrieval.} \\
\text{Fig. 2.} \quad \text{Probe positions along the acquisition line at a frequency} \quad f \neq f_o. \\
\end{align*}

As a consequence of this, a number \( i_{f} \) of sets of complex near-field data is obtained, namely:
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\[ E(x_i) = \left[ e^{i\phi_{(1)}^{(m)}}, e^{i\phi_{(2)}^{(m)}}, \ldots, e^{i\phi_{(N)}^{(m)}} \right], \]

\[ E(s_{(2)}) = \left[ e^{i\phi_{(1)}^{(m)}}, e^{i\phi_{(2)}^{(m)}}, \ldots, e^{i\phi_{(N)}^{(m)}} \right], \]

\[ \ldots \]

\[ E(s_{(i)} = \left[ e^{i\phi_{(1)}^{(m)}}, e^{i\phi_{(2)}^{(m)}}, \ldots, e^{i\phi_{(N)}^{(m)}} \right], \]

\[ \text{wherein:} \]

\[ s_{(1)} = \left[ -N \frac{\lambda}{2}, (-N + i_j - 1) \frac{\lambda}{2}, (-N + 2i_j - 1) \frac{\lambda}{2}, \ldots \right], \]

\[ s_{(2)} = \left[ -(N + 1) \frac{\lambda}{2}, (-N + i_j + 1) \frac{\lambda}{2}, (-N + 2i_j + 1) \frac{\lambda}{2}, \ldots \right], \]

\[ \ldots \]

\[ s_{(i)} = \left[ -(N + i_j - 1) \frac{\lambda}{2}, (-N + 2i_j - i \lambda) \frac{\lambda}{2}, (-N + 3i_j - i \lambda) \frac{\lambda}{2}, \ldots \right], \]

(10)

The terms \( e^{i\phi_{(i)}^{(m)}} \) into expressions (10) are known complex quantities [10] obtained after application of the interferometric formula (3), and the notation \( \Delta \phi_{pq}^{mn} \) indicates the remaining unknown phase shifts to be determined, with the term:

\[ \Delta \phi_{pq}^{mn} = \phi_{pq}^{(m)} - \phi_{pq}^{(n)} \]

(12)

defined as the difference between the phase values at positions given by the \( m \)-th element of set \( S_p \) and the \( n \)-th element of set \( S_q \).

In the case of an acquisition frequency \( f \) coincident with the central design frequency \( f_0 \) of the integrated probe, the number of phase shifts to be determined is strictly related to the distance \( d_p \) between the measuring probes. As a matter of fact, the number of unknowns in the phase retrieval problem is equal to \( i \), if a distance \( d_p = \lambda_0/2 \) is fixed [10]. When changing the operating frequency, the distance \( d_p \) between the probes is not exactly a multiple of the quantity \( \lambda/2 \), as indicated by equation (9) and it can be easily shown that the number of unknown phase shifts becomes equal to the quantity:

\[ (i_j - 1) \times 2N + 1 - i_j = 2N \]

(13)

which is independent on the operating frequency \( f \) but exclusively related to the number of measurement points along the observation curve. As a consequence of this, the phase retrieval technique presented in [10] remains valid for all operating frequencies within the range given by (8). Once adopted the generalized notation (10) to express the complex field on the \( 2N+1 \) sampling points, the greatest lower bound between the set of all reduced fields compatible with the collected data and the set of all reduced fields which the Antenna Under Test (AUT) can radiate is determined as described in [10], with a \( 2N \) variable minimization procedure for all operating frequencies \( f \) different from the design frequency \( f_0 \). The phase retrieval technique is obviously repeated on a proper number of scanning curves covering the near-field acquisition surface.

3. Numerical Validations

The wideband phase retrieval procedure is numerically validated on a linear array of 21 \( y \)-oriented Huygens sources \( \lambda_0/2 \) spaced each other along the \( y \)-axis at the central design frequency \( f_0 \). Amplitude-only near-field is simulated at different operating frequencies on a planar surface \( 10\lambda_0 \) away from the AUT. A square grid is assumed as composed of 121 x 121 points along \( x \) and \( y \) axes, with sampling spacings \( \Delta x = \Delta y = \lambda_0/2 \) correctly satisfying Shannon's criterion at the design frequency \( f_0 \). A contour plot of the normalized field amplitude for the dominant \( E_\parallel \) component is reported under Figs. 3-5 at different operating frequencies, namely \( f = f_0 \) (Fig. 3), \( f = f_0/2 \) (Fig. 4) and \( f = 1.5f_0/2 \) (Fig. 5).

The wideband phase retrieval procedure is applied to recover the near-field phase from the simulated amplitude-only near-field data of equation (1). To illustrate the validity of theoretical results discussed in the previous section, a comparison between the exact and the retrieved near-field phase on the cut \( x = 0 \) for the dominant \( E_\parallel \) component is reported under Figs. 6-9 at different operating frequencies. As clearly evident, an excellent reconstruction is obtained for the frequency values \( f = f_0 \) (Fig. 6), \( f = 3f_0/2 \) (Fig. 7) and \( f = 1.5f_0/2 \) (Fig. 8), while a bad result is obtained at \( f = 2f_0 \) (Fig. 9), which is the upper limit demonstrated by equation (8) to be out of the frequency validity range.

Fig. 3. Normalized near-field amplitude at a frequency \( f = f_0 \).

Fig. 4. Normalized near-field amplitude at a frequency \( f = f_0/2 \).
Fig. 5. Normalized near-field amplitude at a frequency $f = 3f_o/2$.

Fig. 6. Comparison between exact and retrieved near-field phase on the cut $x = 0$ at $f = f_o$.

Fig. 7. Comparison between exact and retrieved near-field phase on the cut $x = 0$ at $f = 3f_o/2$.

Fig. 8. Comparison between exact and retrieved near-field phase on the cut $x = 0$ at $f = 15f_o/8$.

Fig. 9. Comparison between exact and retrieved near-field phase on the cut $x = 0$ at $f = 2f_o$.

To further test the wideband effectiveness of the phase retrieval technique, the far-field pattern radiated by the linear array of 21 dipoles is computed through the standard plane-rectangular near-field to far-field transformation [1], [2]. Complex near-field using both the exact and the retrieved near-field phase is considered for the transformation. In both cases, the same far-field result is obtained, as illustrated under Figs. 10-11, where the successful comparison is shown at two different operating frequencies, namely $f = f_o/2$ (Fig. 10) and $f = 3f_o/2$ (Fig. 11).
4. Conclusions

A wideband formulation is presented for a phase retrieval technique combining a basically interferometric approach with a minimization procedure used to determine the unknown phase shifts arising from the amplitude-only acquisition scheme. The broadband behavior is theoretically demonstrated through the generalized formulation, with a fixed test setup not requiring to change the distance between the probes at the various measurement frequencies. This feature leads to a fast multifrequency acquisition which guarantees the accurate phase retrieval on a wide frequency range. Successful numerical validations are presented on a linear array of elementary Huyghens sources.
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